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Introduction

Model & Methods

Three regions at stake to understand auroral process:

Model for the reflection at the ionosphere

Resolution

The reflection at the ionosphere is governed by:

The equations of type (1) are solved with finite
differences and the time-dependent equation with
a forward integration in time.

• Ionosphere: ionized plasma in the high atmosphere
(80 km to 400 km above Earth’s surface)
• Acceleration region: particles are expected to gain
energy (several 1,000 km above Earth’s surface)
• Generator: conversion of mechanical energy to
electromagnetic energy (around 8 Earth’s radii).
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Figure: The three key regions in the auroral current circuit
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Figure: Summary of the equations to solve in the MI-coupling. The process
starts with a given 𝑗∥− and ends when it has converged

Results
Evolution of field-aligned currents

Limitations
Figure: Height-integrated conductivities profiles: theoretical (top)
and based on International Reference Ionosphere (bottom)

Conclusion
Two major differences:
• Field-aligned currents reach lower latitudes with IRI
conductivities
• The potential is greater and iso-potential lines reach
lower latitudes with theoretical conductivities.

Goal: study of the magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling via field-aligned currents (FAC) carried by
shear Alfvén.
Hypothesis:
• The acceleration region is inside the ionosphere
• The geomagnetic field lines are supposed to be
straight lines with a dip angle I such that in a nontilted dipole approximation
2 cos 𝜃
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with θ the colatitude.
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Developing leads to an equation of type (1)
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Height-integrated conductivities

Figure: Initial FAC (left) and after MI-coupling with theoretical (middle) and IRI (right) conductivities

Potential in the ionosphere

Limitations:
• Key regions are supposed to be thin sheets parallel
• Field lines are modelled by straight lines
• Fluid description not always valid
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Notations:
• 𝐸⊥ and 𝑗∥ the electric field orthogonal and the
current parallel to the magnetic field lines
• Σ∥ , Σ𝑃 , Σ𝐻 parallel, Pederson and Hall heightintegrated conductivities
• Σ𝐴 Alfvèn conductance (1 𝜇0 𝑉𝐴)
• 𝐾 a constant such that 𝐾 ~ 10−10 Ω−1 ⋅ 𝑚−2 .
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